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ABSTRACT

Emergence is a distinguishing feature in systems, especially
when complexity grows with the number of components, in-
teractions, and connectivity. There is immense interest in
emergence, and a plethora of definitions from philosophy to
sciences. Despite this, there is a lack of consensus on the def-
inition of emergence and this hinders the development of a
formal approach to understand and predict emergent behav-
ior in multi-agent systems. This paper proposes a grammar-
based set-theoretic approach to formalize and verify the ex-
istence and extent of emergence without prior knowledge or
definition of emergent properties. Our approach is based
on weak (basic) emergence that is both generated and au-
tonomous from the underlying agents. In contrast with cur-
rent work, our approach has two main advantages. By fo-
cusing only on system interactions of interest and feasible
combinations of individual agent behavior, state-space ex-
plosion is reduced. In formalizing emergence, our extended
grammar is designed to model agents of diverse types, mo-
bile agents, and open systems. Theoretical and experimental
studies using the boids model demonstrate the complexity
of our formal approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Veri-
fication—validation; I.6.5 [Simulation and Modeling]:
Model Development—modeling methodologies

General Terms

Verification, Theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
Systems with a large number of components and com-

plex interconnection are ubiquitous [33, 40]. If components
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interact with other components and make decisions individ-
ually based on internal logic, the system can be modeled as a
multi-agent system where agents play the role of components
[19]. A system is said to be complex if it exhibits designed
(expected) properties that can be derived from the system
specification, as well as properties that are irreducible from
knowledge of the interconnected components [12, 13, 23].
These irreducible properties are defined as emergent prop-

erties or emergence. For example, flocking is an emergent
property of a group of birds [33]. Having attributes and be-
havior rules of the birds does not enable us to identify the
flocking patterns or how they avoid obstacles.

Originating from philosophy [6, 20, 30], emergence has
become of interest for studying complex systems and multi-
agent systems. Emergence study provides great potential to
understand the interactions of agents and their environment
[9, 10], and to explain how natural systems work [35]. Fur-
thermore, it is important to know whether emergent prop-
erties are beneficial or harmful so that we can exploit the
positive impacts of the beneficial properties and minimize,
or even prevent negative consequences due to the harmful
properties. On the one hand, emergence is beneficial because
it confers additional functionalities to the systems. For in-
stance, users adapt software products to support tasks that
the designer never intended. On the other hand, emergence
may be harmful, such as unforeseeable failures make a sys-
tem harder to design, analyze, and control [27]. As a result,
emergence in a system should be predicted and verified. Un-
fortunately, it is difficult to predict emergence [34]. Accord-
ing to Dyson [14], emergent phenomena cannot be predicted
through analysis at any level simpler than that of the system
as a whole. Even worse, verifying that emergence exists is
also difficult [32]. Although in some cases, emergent prop-
erties can be regular, which is recurring and recognizable,
it does not imply that they are easily recognized [20]. Most
studies focus only on post-mortem observation of emergence
when a tangible representation of the system is available to
examine [17, 25], rather than on verifying that emergence
exists.

Kubik [22] proposed a method for formalizing weak emer-
gence without prior knowledge of emergence. The approach
adopts a set-based view on the world, where emergence is
seen as the difference between a calculated and an observed
behavior. However, like other work, the definition of emer-
gence is too broad because emergence is any kind of sys-
tem states that cannot be obtained from summing individ-
ual agents’ behaviors. Moreover, the calculation of the ex-
pected behavior suffers from state explosion and renders the
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method infeasible for practical use [38, 39]. Our contribution
is twofold. First, based on Kubik’s approach, we propose
a grammar-based framework with a new definition of emer-
gence that distinguishes possible system states and emergent
properties of interest, from the larger set of all combinations
of system states. Second, in contrast to Kubik’s approach,
our grammar allows for different agent types, includes mo-
bile agents, and permits the study of open systems where
the number of agents varies over time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 reviews different perspectives, classifications, and for-
mal studies of emergence. Our emergence definition and
proposed approach are presented in Section 3. Using the
boids model [33], we show how to apply our approach to de-
tect flocking behavior in a group of birds. Section 4 presents
a theoretical and experimental analysis of our work. Section
5 concludes this paper and discusses future work.

2. RELATEDWORK
Despite a long history of complex systems research [28],

there is no consensus on the definition of emergence. Emer-
gence can be considered in three main perspectives, namely,
philosophy, natural and social sciences, and computer sci-
ence. From a philosophical perspective, emergent properties
are subjectively a product of both the unexpected behav-
ior of complex systems and the limitations of the observer’s

knowledge [21] and the tools employed. Other limitations
come from the scale and level of abstraction under which
the system is observed [7]. Scientific perspectives [1, 22]
criticize the idea of temporary lack of knowledge of the ob-
server because it implies that we are unable to study emer-
gence scientifically. Therefore, emergent properties are de-
fined as intrinsic to a system and independent from the eye
of the beholder [11]. Natural and social sciences explain
emergence via theories, mainly in physics, biology, chem-
istry, and human behavior. Two concepts of emergence in
this perspective are self-organization and hierarchy. First,
emergence is the formation of order from disorder based on
self-organization [16]. Second, a property is emergent if it is
discontinuous from the properties of the components at the
lower levels in the hierarchy [2]. Computer science aims to
predict, verify, validate, and reason about emergence. Pre-
diction is done before the observation of emergence, while
verification is done only when emergence is observed. Veri-
fication of emergent properties is a complex task because it
may lead to combinatorial explosion in terms of the system
states. More importantly, emergent properties should be
defined first before verifying which is typically not straight-
forward. Verifying emergence without prior knowledge of
emergence is a research challenge. Validation allows us to de-
termine whether an emergent property is beneficial or harm-
ful[37]. Finally, reasoning enables the understanding of the
cause-and-effect of emergence. The most frequent studied
type of emergence in computer science is weak (or basic)
emergence [4, 6, 8, 16, 22].
A macro level property characterizing the system as a

whole is defined to be weakly emergent if it can be derived
from the micro level dynamics but only by a finitely long
simulation [5]. Other definitions see weak emergence in the
case whereby the whole is constrained or influenced by the
parts through upward causation (UC), but at the same time
the parts are influenced by the whole through downward

causation (DC) [6, 30]. DC can be either positive or neg-

ative. First, positive DC amplifies UC and leads the sys-
tem to unstable states [31]. For example, when the general
price level of goods and services raises, the cost of living
increases. Higher living cost demands higher income, that
in turn results in higher prices of goods and services. The
cycle continues until a policy to decrease the inflation rate
is introduced. Second, negative DC weakens the UC and
keeps the system in stable states. There is a balance be-
tween autonomy through UC and self-organization through
DC. Birds fly in different directions to avoid collision. At
the same time, they stay close to each other, try to match
the neighbors’ speed, and steer to the center of the flock.

Scientific study of emergence requires a formal specifica-
tion of the system, system components, and even emergent
properties. Emergence formalisms can be mainly classified
into three categories, namely, variable-based [15, 26, 35],
event-based [10], and grammar-based [22]. Each has ad-
vantages and disadvantages. In variable-based methods, a
variable is chosen to represent emergence [29]. Changes in
the center of mass of a group of birds, for example, can be
used for identifying flocking behavior. Usually, emergence is
measured numerically, i.e. quantitative emergence, based on
information theory and probability theory. Many variable-
based studies deploy Shannon entropy [36] to measure the
uncertainty and unpredictability of a system with regard to
a particular attribute [15, 26]. The more structural a system
is, the lower entropy it has. Entropy is, however, not suitable
for systems with continuous attributes. Although differen-
tial (continuous) entropy can be defined [31], it lacks some
important characteristics, and usually is not a good mea-
sure of uncertainty. For example, the differential entropy
can be negative because probability density functions could
be greater than one; also it is not invariant under continuous
linear transformations of variables [31]. Fisch et al. [15] re-
gard emergence as an unexpected or unpredictable change of
the distribution underlying the observed samples. However,
the computation is costly and user intervention is required.
Seth [35] defines G-emergence as a measure of emergence
based on G-causality and G-autonomy, which compute the
dependence and the autonomy of a variable with respect to a
set of other variables respectively. However, a set of variables
must be defined and the computations of G-causality, G-
autonomy, and G-emergence are expensive. Variable-based
approach limits describing details of components, so it gives
little understanding of the causes of emergent properties. In
addition, defining the abstraction level at which the variable
is measured is non-trivial.

In event-based methods, component behavior is defined
as a sequence of events at some level of abstraction [10].
A simple event is a state transition that results from the
execution of a single state transition rule. A complex event

is either a simple event or two complex events satisfying a
set of constraints with respect to each other. Emergence is
complex events that can be reduced to a sequence of simple
events. As with the variable-based approach, event types
and emergent behavior have to be formalized beforehand.
Identifying and defining the proxy event is not trivial.

To overcome the challenging problem of a prior defini-
tion of emergence, Kubik [22] proposes a grammar-based

approach. An extended cooperating array grammar system
is used to formalize the environment, agents, and coopera-
tion among them. Behavior of the system is therefore the
language, i.e. a set of words, resulting from derivations of
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grammars (agents) on the tape (two-dimensional array of
symbols). The approach is based on an intuition of emer-
gence that “the whole is more than the sum of its parts”.
An emergent property is defined as a system state that re-
sults from the interactions of agents and cannot be produced
by summing their individual states. Given an initial sys-
tem state, two languages LWHOLE and LPARTS are calcu-
lated, using two grammar systems that define the execution
of agents together and individually respectively. LWHOLE

defines a set of system states produced by the system agents
acting together and interacting as a whole. LPARTS , on
the other hand, presents the sum of the agents’ behaviors
without considering the interactions among them. As a re-
sult, emergence is defined as LWHOLE − LPARTS . The ap-
proach is exemplified using a small game of life example. The
grammar-based approach does not require a priori definition
of emergence. This approach, however, has four main limi-
tations: (1) there is no explicit provision for agent type, (2)
it is unclear how to deal with mobile agents, (3) in the game
of life example, agents are stationary, the number of agents
is always equal to the number of cells, and (4) the state
spaces of LWHOLE and LPARTS are unnecessarily large.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach for the verification of emergent properties

extends Kubik’s grammar-based approach [22] to derive emer-
gent property states. The set of emergent property states is
defined as the difference:

Lξ = Lwhole − Lsum (1)

where Lwhole describes all possible system states due to
agent-to-agent and agent-environment interaction, and Lsum

is the sum of all individual agents’ behaviors, without con-
sidering agent interactions. Lξ contains the set of system
states that are in Lwhole but not in Lsum. This broad per-
spective of emergence, as in Kubik’s approach, leads to state
explosion when determining Lsum and Lwhole. This is be-
cause all possible combinations of individual agent states
are considered following a defined superimposition operator,
without including system-defined rules.
We propose a new perspective that significantly reduces

the state space for Lξ. Firstly, it is important to highlight
here that while Kubik refers to the difference Lwhole−Lsum

as emergence, we refer to this set as the emergent states set,
because it is the set from which emergent properties can
be deduced. Secondly, we observe that the size of Lwhole is
dependent of the number of interactions and state transition
rules defined by a modeler, and a subset of interest (to the
modeler) from all the rules in a given system. This would
be the case, for example, when we consider different kinds
of rules in the modeling a flock of birds: the entire rule set,
or some rules of interest while ignoring others. As shown in
Figure 1, Lwhole can be redefined as:

Lwhole = LI
whole ∪ LNI

whole (2)

where LI
whole is bounded by the number of interaction rules

that are of interest to the user for the particular study, and
LNI

whole represents the set of all possible system states that
are not of interest.
The size of Lsum increases exponentially with the increase

in the number of agents as all possible combinations of agent
states are considered. Similarly, Lsum can be also redefined

    

 

Figure 1: Set of Emergent Property States

as follows:

Lsum = LP
sum ∪ LNP

sum (3)

Although it is mathematically possible to derive Lsum, in
practice there is a subset of feasible combinations of agents’
behaviors (LP

sum), and the remaining are combinations of
agents’ behaviors that will not exist in practice (LNP

sum).
Given the above, the set of emergent property states Lξ

is redefined as:

Lξ = LI
whole − LP

sum (4)

Emergent property states, with respect to a model of inter-
est, are due to non-trivial interactions among agents, and
cannot be derived by summing individual agents’ states. As
shown in Figure 1, there are states in LI

whole that can be
found in LP

sum, in other words,

LI
whole ∩ LP

sum 6= ∅ (5)

Intuitively, these states are resultant from agent computa-
tion that do not require interactions, or from the interactions
of agents that has no effect on agent behavior. For example,
in the flock of birds model detailed in Section 3.2, two indi-
viduals can be very far apart and as such interaction rules
between them have no effect.

Contrary to Kubik’s approach, which regards emergent
properties as system states, we do not consider that Lξ con-
tains the emergent behavior but only states that together,
following particular criteria, can form an emergent property.
In the next step, we propose to determine whether Lξ con-
tains emergent properties that have been seen before, or that
are beneficial or harmful to the system. Towards this, we
propose to use emergent properties criteria derived from the
system expert, as well as information obtained from LNI

whole.
In this paper, we show the process of calculating the set of
emergent property states Lξ.

Next, we enhance the grammar-based approach with three
main extensions: (1) introduce agent type (Aij denotes an
agent instance j of type i), (2) introduce mobile agents by
defining mobility as attributes of agents Pi = Pi mobile ∪
Pi others where Pi denotes the set of attributes of agents
of type i, (3) model open systems where agents can enter
and leave system. As a result, the proposed approach has
a wide variety of applications in which components belong
to different types, can move in space, and have multiple
attributes. These kinds of systems are ubiquitous in practice
such as traffic networks [24], social networks [18], and flock
of birds [33], among others. Our proposed approach consists
of two major steps, namely, modeling the system as a multi-
agent system, and the application of our extended grammar-
based formalism for different types of mobile agents.
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3.1 Emergence Formalism
A multi-agent system consists of m different types of n

agents (A) interacting in an environment (E). The environ-
ment E is a part of the system that lies outside the agents
and can be regarded as a platform for agent interactions.
For simplicity, we assume that E has no behavior rules and
changes only as a result of agent actions. Changes of the
environment, in turn, impact the agent behavior. E is mod-
eled as a 2D grid1 that is subdivided into c units called cells
(e). Changes of the environment are therefore changes of the
states of the cells. For example, a cell turns from“occupied”
to “free” when the agent that occupies the cell moves to an-
other cell. Ve denotes the set of possible states of the cell e.
Similarly, VE denotes the set of possible cell states. In ad-
dition, the environment state is made up of the states of all
cells in the environment. se(t) and SE(t) denote the state of
cell e and the environment E at time t respectively. Table 1
provides a glossary of notations used for formalizing the sys-
tem. Agents are classified into m different types in which
all agents of the same type have the same attributes and
behavior rules. Aij denotes an agent of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
and instance j (1 ≤ j ≤ ni), where ni is the number of agent
instances of type i, and n1 + n2 + ...+ nm = n. An agent of
type i is characterized by three factors: a set of attributes
for agents of type i (Pi), a set of behavior rules for agents of
type i (Ri), and an initial state (sij(0)). It is important to
distinguish agent attributes from their values. For instance,
attribute color has several values, such as red, yellow, and
green. Only the initial state sij(0) is specific to the agent,
while Pi and Ri are common to all agents of type i. Pi con-
sists of two main subsets: Pi mobile modeling the mobility of
agents of type i and Pi others modeling other attributes.
Agent behavior (L) is characterized by behavior rules (R)

that define how agents interact with other agents and the
environment. We assume that no evolutionary processes are
involved in the system, i.e. behavior rules do not change
over time. Ri denotes the set of behavior rules of agents of
type i. Ri consists of Ri mobile that impacts agent mobility,
i.e. changes values of attributes of Pi mobile, and Ri others for
the rest. An agent changes its state because it is triggered
by a rule that affects the agent itself or one of its neighbors
changes state. The state of Aij at time t, denoted by sij(t),
is defined by values of its attributes at time t. VAi

denotes
the set of possible agent states for agents of type i.

3.1.1 System Formalism

A multi-agent system consisting of an environment and
a set of agents is formalized as an extended cooperating ar-
ray grammar system where context-free grammars represent
agents, and a two-dimensional array of symbols represents
the environment. Each grammar has its own rewriting rules
defining how the grammar cooperates with the other gram-
mars and with the array, i.e. rewrite the symbols on the
array. A system of m agent types and a total of n agents
A11, . . . , A1n1

, . . . , Amnm interacting in a 2D grid environ-
ment of c cells is defined as follows:

GBS = (VA, VE , A11, . . . , A1n1
, . . . , Amnm , S(0)) (6)

where VA denotes the set of possible agent states for all agent
types, VE denotes the set of possible cell states, Aij denotes
an agent of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and instance j (1 ≤ j ≤ ni),

1E can be easily extended to model other topologies.

and S(0) denotes the initial system state. A system state is
composed of the state of the environment and the states of
all agents.

For the environment (E),

VE =

c
⋃

e=1

Ve (7)

where Ve denotes the set of possible states of cell e. The
state of the entire environment is made up of the states of
all its cells. The states of cell e and the environment E at
time t are se(t) ∈ Ve and SE(t) ∈ V c

E respectively.
For the agents (A),

VA =

m
⋃

i=1

VAi
(8)

where VAi
denotes the set of possible states for agents of

type i.
Agent of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and instance j (1 ≤ j ≤ ni),

Aij , is defined as follows:

Aij = (Pi, Ri, sij(0)) (9)

where Pi denotes the set of attributes for agents of type i,
Ri denotes the set of behavior rules for agents of type i, and
sij(0) denotes the initial state of the agent. Pi is defined as:

Pi = Pi mobile

⋃

Pi others where

Pi mobile = {x | x is an attribute that models mobility}

Pi others = Pi \ Pi mobile

Agents change their states according to behavior rules that
are regarded as functions from a set of agent states to the set
itself. Some of these rules that affect the mobility of agents,
for example change location or speed, are defined as mobile
rules.

Ri : VAi
→ VAi

Ri = Ri mobile

⋃

Ri others

Aij has an initial state sij(0) ∈ VAi
. The system state

at time t (S(t)), is composed of state of the environment
(SE(t)) and states of agents (sij(t)) at time t. Hence,

S(t) = SE(t)
⋃

∀i∀j

sij(t) (10)

3.1.2 Verification of Emergence

Our approach for the verification of emergence computes
two sets of system states corresponding to the two levels
of abstraction defined above, namely, the macro level when
regarding the system as a whole and the micro level when re-
garding the system as an aggregation of its individual agents.
The set of emergent system states is defined as:

Lξ = LI
whole − LP

sum

LP
sum can be determined by adding agent constraints among

others but is not straightforward. We leave this as future
work and for simplicity we use Lsum for the rest of this
paper.

Taking the interactions of agents (denoted as GROUP )
into account, the system behavior of interest (LI

whole) re-
turns a set of words (w) that represents the set of system
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Notation Description
System S(t) state of system at time t

Environment

VE set of possible cell states
Ve set of possible states of cell e

SE(t) state of environment at time t
se(t) state of cell e at time t

Agent Type
m number of agent types
ni number of agents of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
VAi

set of possible states for agents of type i

Agent

n number of agents
Aij agent of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and instance j (1 ≤ j ≤ ni)
VA set of possible agent states for all agent types
Pi set of attributes for agents of type i
Ri set of behavior rules for agents of type i

sij(t) state of agent Aij at time t
L(Aij) set of system states representing the behavior of agent Aij

Emergence

⊕ superimpose operator
LI

whole set of system states representing behaviors of interest due to agent interactions
LP

sum set of possible system states representing all combinations of agents’ behaviors
Lξ set of emergent property states

Table 1: Glossary of Notations

states reachable from the initial system state. Given an ini-
tial state, the system is simulated until it reaches a state that
has already appeared before. We stop the simulation when
the system state repeats itself. Complex adaptive and non-
linear systems with strange attractors where system states
vary continuously are not considered in this study. LI

whole

with respect to the initial state is therefore the set of all
distinct states obtained as follows:

LI
whole = {w ∈ V c+n | S(0) ⇒∗

GROUP w} (11)

The sum of agents’ behaviors (Lsum) is defined as the set of
words resulting from superimposing behaviors of individual
agents.

Lsum = ⊕(L(A11), . . . , L(A1n1
), . . . , L(Amnm)) (12)

where L(Aij) denotes the behavior of agent Aij and ⊕ is
the superimpose operator defined in [22]. The superim-
pose operator ⊕ does a sum of the individual agents’ behav-
iors when they do not interact with each other. Let w1 =
a1a2 . . . ax, w2 = b1b2 . . . by be words of symbols ai, bj , 1 ≤
i ≤ x, 1 ≤ j ≤ y over an alphabet (VA∪VE)

+, and ǫ denotes
the empty symbol. Hence, the superimposition of the word
w1 on the word w2 is a function ⊕ : V ∗ × V ∗ → V ∗ that
results in wsupimp = c1c2 . . . cz of symbols ck, 1 ≤ k ≤ z,
defined as follows:

1. z = max(x, y);

2. if ai ∈ VA then ck = ai;

3. if ai = ǫ then ck = bj ;

4. if bj = ǫ then ck = ai;

5. if ai ∈ VE and bi ∈ VE then ck = ai;

6. if ai ∈ VE and bj ∈ VA then ck = bj .

The superimposition is done over all permutations of n be-
haviors of agents. It is important to note that ordering is
important in the process of calculating the superimposition.
The expression below shows the superimposition of three

languages L1, L2, and L3.

⊕(L1, L2, L3) = L1 ⊕ (L2 ⊕ (L3)) ∪ L1 ⊕ (L3 ⊕ (L2))

∪ L2 ⊕ (L1 ⊕ (L3)) ∪ L2 ⊕ (L3 ⊕ (L1))

∪ L3 ⊕ (L1 ⊕ (L2)) ∪ L3 ⊕ (L2 ⊕ (L1))

Defining the sum of the individual agents’ behaviors is diffi-
cult. Ideally, the result should contain exactly all designed
system states that can be derived from the system specifi-
cation. Unfortunately, this is only true if agents are inde-
pendent from the others in the system. Given the initial
system state, we obtain n states where each consists of one
agent. Considering only the agent in the system, the agent’s
behavior returns a set of words (w) that represents the set
of system states reachable from the corresponding system
state. L(Aij) is defined as follows:

L(Aij) = {w ∈ V c+1 | (SE(0) ∪ sij(0)) ⇒
∗ w} (13)

Agent symbols have priority over environmental symbols.
Any non-empty symbol has priority over the empty symbol
ǫ. For example, consider VA = {a1, a2, a3}, VE = {o, f},
L1 = {fa1of}, L2 = {oa2ff}, L3 = {foffa3}. Then the
superimposition of the agents’ behaviors will be the language
Lsum = {fa1ofa3, oa2ffa3, fa1ffa3, fa2ffa3}.

3.2 Example: Flock of Birds Model
The boids model [33] captures the motion of bird flock-

ing and is a seminal example for studying emergence [9].
At the macro level, a group of birds tends to move in a V-
like formation, which has aerodynamic advantages, obstacle
avoidance, and predator protection, regardless of the initial
positions of the birds. At the micro level, three simple rules
define how each bird flies: (1) separation - steer to avoid
crowding neighbors, (2) alignment - steer towards the aver-
age heading of neighbors, and (3) cohesion - steer towards
the average position of neighbors [33].

To demonstrate our proposed approach, we extended the
boids model to include two types of birds, ducks and geese.
For ease of discussion, we model a multi-agent system with
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ten birds with equal numbers of ducks and geese interacting
in an environment represented as a 2D grid of 8×8 cells.
Each cell is occupied by a bird or free, and two birds cannot
be located at the same cell at the same time. Birds have
two attributes: position and velocity. Position and velocity
model birds’ mobility. The position of a bird is location
of the cell occupied. The velocity is a vector that contains
moving direction and speed. Ducks can fly zero, one, or two
cells per time step in one of eight directions: north, north-
east, east, south-east, south, south-west, west, and north-
west. Similarly, geese can fly at the maximum speed of three
cells per time step. The vector representation for velocity of
ducks is shown in Table 2. Birds behave according to three

Direction
Speed

0 1 2
North (0,0) (0,1) (0,2)
North-East (0,0) (1,1) (1,2), (2,1), (2,2)
East (0,0) (1,0) (2,0)
South-East (0,0) (1,-1) (1,-2) (2,-1), (2,-2)
South (0,0) (0,-1) (0,-2)
South-West (0,0) (-1,-1) (-1,-2), (-2,-1), (-2,-2)
West (0,0) (-1,0) (-2,0)
North-West (0,0) (-1,1) (-1,2), (-2,1), (-2,2)

Table 2: Vector Representation for Velocity of
Ducks

rules: (1) separation: avoid collision with nearby birds, (2)
alignment: fly as fast as nearby birds of the same type, and
(3) cohesion: stay close to nearby birds of the same type.

3.2.1 System Formalism

The boids model is formalized as:

GBSboid = (VA, VE , A11, . . . , A15, A21, . . . , A25, S(0))

where A1j denotes a duck instance j (1 ≤ j ≤ 5), and A2j

denotes a goose instance j (1 ≤ j ≤ 5), VA = VA1
∪ VA2

denotes the set of possible states for the ducks (VA1
) and

the geese (VA2
), VE denotes the set of possible cell states.

S(t) ∈ (VA ∪ VE)
+ denotes system state at time t, and S(0)

denotes the initial system state at time zero.
For cell e, Ve = {o, f} where o means occupied and f

means free, and se(t) ∈ Ve. For the entire environment E,

VE =

64
⋃

e=1

Ve = {o, f}, and SE(t) ∈ V 64
E , where 64 = 8×8 is

the number of cells.
A duck instance A1j(1 ≤ j ≤ 5) is defined as follows:

A1j = (P1, R1, s1j(0))

where
P1 = P1 mobile ∪ P1 others

P1 mobile = {position(g1j), velocity(v1j)}

P1 others = ∅

VA1
= {(x, y)|1 ≤ x ≤ 8, 1 ≤ y ≤ 8} × {(α, β)| − 2 ≤ α ≤

2,−2 ≤ β ≤ 2}

R1 = R1 mobile ∪R1 others, R1 others = ∅

s1j(t) ∈ VA1

R1 mobile defines the update of the position g1j(t) and the

velocity v1j(t) of duck A1j over time. We limit the speed
of ducks to two cells per time step so that they cannot fly
arbitrarily fast. Consequently, absolute values of the hori-
zontal component (α) and the vertical component (β) of the
velocity vector are bounded to two cells. Let sign(α) and
sign(β) return signs of α and β, i.e. 1 for positive and -1 for
negative, respectively. Both position and velocity of birds
are represented as 2D vectors; the update is therefore simply
vector additions.

(α, β) = v1j(t)+separation(A1j)+align(A1j)+cohesion(A1j)

v1j(t+ 1) = (sign(α)min(|α|, 2), sign(β)min(|β|, 2))

g1j(t+ 1) = g1j(t) + v1j(t+ 1)

Separation: If duck a is close to another duck or goose b, i.e.
within ǫ cells, then a flies away from b

separation(a) =
∑

distance(a,b)≤ǫ

a.position− b.position

Alignment: Duck a changes its velocity by λ% towards the
average velocity of its neighboring ducks

align(a) = (

k
∑

duck(b)
neighbor(a,b)

b.velocity

k
− a.velocity)×

1

λ

Cohesion: Duck a moves by γ% towards the center of its
neighboring ducks

cohesion(a) = (

k
∑

duck(b)
neighbor(a,b)

b.position

k
− a.position)×

1

γ

The model for geese follows in a similar manner except that
their maximum speed is three cells per time step.

3.2.2 Emergence Verification

Our proposed approach returns only a set of emergent
property states. To verify that these states contain emer-
gent properties, we show how the well-known flocking of
birds emegence is derived from Lξ. The initial system state
is given as the state at time t = 0 in Figure 2. For ease of vi-
sualization, we distinguish ducks from geese using a star (∗)
symbol and bolded cell. <j, (α, β)> denotes a bird instance
j, with velocity (α, β). Figure 2 shows a simulation of the
system when ǫ = 2, λ = 10, and β = 8. We observe that the
birds keep flying in the same pattern since t = 4. Moreover,
the system gets back to the system state S(4) at time t =
12: S(12) = S(4). Hence, LI

whole = {S(0), S(1), . . . , S(11)}.
Lsum is calculated using the superimpose operator as Lsum

= ⊕(L(A11), . . . , L(A25)). By definition and following our
discussion above, Lsum tends to be very large, even for small
problem sizes. As such, we consider for illustration two geese
A23 and A25. For simplicity, the superimposition of two
birds, L(A23) and L(A25), is shown in Figure 3. Formally,

⊕ (L(A23), L(A25))

= L(A23)⊕ (L(A25)) ∪ L(A25)⊕ (L(A23))

= {((2, (1, 1), (1, 1))fff . . . (2, (1, 2), (1, 0))fff . . .),

(fff . . . (2, (2, 2), (1, 0))fff . . .),

(fff . . . (2, (8, 2), (1, 0))fff . . . (2, (8, 8), (1, 1))}
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Figure 2: Snapshot of Emergent Property States
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Figure 3: Example of L(A23)⊕ (L(A25))
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L(A23) and L(A25) are behaviors of agent A23 and A25 re-
spectively. f represents an empty cell and a tuple <i, (x, y),
(α, β)> represents the state of a bird of type i at cell (x, y)
with velocity (α, β). For example, <2, (1, 2), (1, 0)> repre-
sents a goose locating at cell (1, 2) with velocity (1, 0). Note
that the x-axis is horizontal and oriented from left to right,
and the y-axis is vertical and oriented from bottom to top. In
the example of ten birds, Lsum contains one common state,
S(0), with LI

whole. Therefore, Lξ = {S(1), S(2), . . . , S(11)}.
Furthermore, we assume that a group of birds form a flock
if at least five birds of the same type fly together, with each
bird has at least one immediate neighbor of the same type.
Ten emergent property states from S(2) to S(11) therefore
have flocking emergent property. In addition, flocking pat-
terns in S(3),. . . , S(11) are identical, regardless of different
positions of the birds forming the flock. In other words, we
have two types of the known flocking emergent property:
one type in S(2) and one type in S(3), . . . , S(11). We leave
the unknown emergent property state S(1) for the future
work.

4. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the theoretical and experimen-

tal analysis of our approach. Since we derived the sets of
states for LI

whole, Lsum, and Lξ, we present the complexity
in terms of the number of states. We implemented our ap-
proach using a Java program, and our experimental analysis
quantifies the state size, by varying the number of birds.

4.1 Theoretical Analysis
The complexity of deriving Lξ (O(Lξ)) consists of two

parts: complexity of LI
whole (O(LI

whole)) and complexity of
Lsum (O(Lsum)) .

O(Lξ) = O(LI
whole) +O(Lsum) (14)

Because detecting emergence is to differentiate system states
that appear when taking into account interactions of agents,
but not when regarding them separately, it is reasonable to
use the number of system states as a complexity measure.
Key complexity factors include: the environment size (2D
grid of size x by y), the number of agent types (m), the
number of agents (n), and the number of possible states an
agent can take (s). We derive O(LI

whole) and O(Lsum) in
the worst case. Let n = n′ + n′′ where n′ is the number of
mobile agents, and n′′ is the number of stationary agents.
O(LI

whole): Given a position, an agent can take one of
s states. Moreover, stationary agents are fixed in n′′ posi-

tions. There are
(

xy−n′′

n′

)

possibilities for allocating n′ mo-
bile agents into the remaining xy − n′′ positions. Hence,

O(LI
whole) = O(

(

xy − n′′

n′

)

sn) (15)

O(Lsum): Without considering the interactions of agents,
a mobile agent, in the worst case, can arbitrarily move to
any position (cell) in the environment. Hence, the upper
bound complexity of superimposing individual behaviors for
all agents is:

O(Lsum) = O((xy)n
′

sn) (16)

For example in the game of life, agents are stationary, i.e.
n′ = 0 and n′′ = n, and O(LI

whole) = O(Lsum) = O(sn)).
If all agents are mobile, i.e. n′ = n and n′′ = 0, then

O(Lsum) = O((xy)nsn), which is much larger thanO(LI
whole)

= O(
(

xy

n

)

sn). This is because the summing operation in-
volves all combinations of individual agents’ behaviors, in-
cluding those that could never happen in practice, as dis-
cussed above.

To reduce O(Lsum), we consider the fact that some results
from the superimposition cannot be possible due to system
wide rules, so we eliminate these from the calculation. For
example, in a traffic junction model, car A following car B
in a one-lane road cannot move ahead of B at any point in
time. Adding system constraints that can be obtained from
the system specification to the superimposition process to
reduce Lsum to LP

sum is part of our future work. The more
known constraints we add, the smaller Lsum is.

4.2 Experimental Results
We implemented the boids model as a Java simulator to

further understand the relationship among LI
whole, Lsum,

and Lξ. We also analyzed how interactions of agents affect
the size of Lξ with respect to the size of LI

whole. As Lsum

suffers from state-space explosion, we varied the number of
birds from four to ten, with equal numbers of ducks and
geese. A difference between ducks and geese is maximum
speed, which is two cells per time step for ducks and three
cells per time step for geese. Position and velocity of birds
are initialized randomly. Both ducks and geese follow three
behavior rules defined in Section 3.2. Given an initial system
state, at some point of time t, the system will arrive in a state
that has already happened at time t′ < t because the number
of possible system states is finite, even if it can be very large.
Due to the assumption that agents’ behavior rules do not
change over time, the simulation loops afterwards. As a
result, the size of LI

whole is the number of distinct system
states obtained from the beginning until time t. Lsum, on
the other hand, is computed over all possible combinations of
isolated agents’ behaviors with respect to the initial system
state. The initial system state belongs to both LI

whole and
Lsum.

For every experiment, we ran the simulation ten times and
took the average number of states as shown in Table 3. As

number of birds
number of states Lξ

LI

wholeLI

whole Lsum Lξ

4 13 767 6 0.46
6 18 70,118 12 0.67
8 13 509,103 9 0.69
10 26 13,314,066 23 0.88

Table 3: Sizes of LI

whole,Lsum, and Lξ

expected, the size of Lsum is large and increases exponen-
tially with the number of birds. For instance, Lsum grows
by 90 times when the number of birds changes from four
to six. Another interesting observation is that Lξ/L

I
whole

tends to increase with the number of birds. In other words,
more interactions (interdependences) among birds lead to
more emergent property states that cannot be derived by
summing the independent agents’ behaviors. Furthermore,
the number of common elements between LI

whole and Lsum

is small. Consequently, computation is wasted on calculat-
ing LNP

sum states that are not feasible in practice. However,
when the impact of neighboring agents on an agent is not
strong, then LNP

sum tends to be small. For example, agents
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do not interact frequently because they are far from each
other, such as when the number of agents is much smaller
than the number of cells in the environment.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formalized emergence using an extended

cooperating array grammar system so as to verify the exis-
tence and the size of emergent property states in multi-agent
systems. In weak emergence, the set of emergent property
states for a given system (Lξ) is derived by taking the dif-
ference between the set of observed system states due to
agent interactions (Lwhole), and the set of system states
obtained by combining the behaviors of individual agents
(Lsum). However, this broad definition suffers from state
explosion. As a first contribution, we introduced a tighter
definition of weak emergence to reduce the size of the sys-
tem state space. In studying a system, users focus only on
modeling agent interactions of interest (LI

whole < Lwhole).
Though all combinations of Lsum are mathematically pos-
sible, a large number of these system states may not be
feasible because of system constraints. Thus, Lsum can be
reduced to LP

sum, i.e. set of possible combinations of agents’
behaviors.
In the second contribution, we proposed a grammar-based

formalism of emergence that models agents of different types,
mobile and static agents, as well as open systems with agents
arriving and departing over time. Theoretical analysis re-
veals a number of observations, e.g. the complexity of Lsum

increases exponentially with the number of agents. These
observations were also verified experimentally using a boids
model with two types of birds. In addition, we showed how
a known emergent property such as bird flocking can be ex-
tracted from the emergent property states. In terms of sys-
tem state-space size, our approach is comparable with model
checking. State-of-the-art model checkers can address state
space of about 109 states with explicit state-space enumera-
tion, and over 1020 with techniques for alleviating state ex-
plosion [3]. Preliminary experimental results show that our
simulator can handle Lsum of about 108 states. Lsum can
be further reduced by identifying system-specific constraints
that eliminate impossible states when summing individual
agents’ behaviors.
This paper provides a first step towards advancing our

understanding of emergence but much work remains to be
done. New techniques are needed to extract known emer-
gent properties, and to identify new (or unknown) emergent
properties from the set of emergent property states. For ex-
ample, if emergent properties are known, our formalism fa-
cilitates post-mortem emergence analysis to determine the
causes of emergence. As our approach is both compute and
memory intensive, more efficient state representations, such
as bit state hashing and state vector compression used in
model checking, are required. We are exploring the appli-
cation of this approach to study emergence in concurrent
program verification. Given a program and its specification,
the cause-and-effect of both known and unknown properties,
such as deadlock, can be analyzed by examining the corre-
sponding system states. This approach compliments model
checking where the main goal is to verify predetermined be-
havioral properties of a given system.
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